Managed Detection & Response Overview

Who We Are

SecureSky MDR Services - Threat

SecureSky delivers a complete portfolio of cloud security

Detection, Hunting and Response

solutions to help organizations protect their cloud
applications, services and infrastructure. Utilizing cloudnative, third-party and SecureSky patented technologies,
our solutions meet the security, compliance and budget
requirements of today’s dynamic enterprises.
SecureSky solutions include Security Consulting, focused

The SecureSky’s MDR team will work closely with you to:
•

controls and detection policies
•

providing active threat detection and threat hunting, expert
response and continuous protective control optimization.
Our services are supported by our Cloud Risk Protection
technology and patented Active Security Protection
Platform.

Implement native and advanced alerting from your
environments

•

Guide the deployment of cloud-native tools for
centralized log collection, detection, analytics and

on identifying risk and deploying protective controls and
policies and Managed Detection and Response (MDR),

Deploy validation technology to test existing protective

investigation.
•

Develop scenario-based threat hunting playbooks and
schedules

•

Determine use cases and threat intelligence sources for
free-form threat hunting

•

Define response actions and escalation procedures

•

Plan recovery optimization processes, as threats are
found, to strengthen the environment and prevent
recurrence.

Protection and Detection Capabilities Across All Layers of Your Cloud Stack
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Continuous Optimization of Protection and Detection
SecureSky’s MDR
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Organizations today constantly find themselves reacting to threats, and, with a growing cybersecurity skills
shortage, challenged to find resources capable of advanced detection, investigation and response. SecureSky’s
Managed Detection and Response focus is to evaluate lessons learned from detection and response activities,
and deploy protective measures to stop that threat from recurring.
SecureSky will also analyze alerts to reduce false positives and “noise,” further reducing alert volumes.
Over time, as protective controls and detection policies are strengthened and unneeded “noise” is tuned
out, threat volumes will decrease, allowing detection and response resources to focus on true threats to the
environment.

“SecureSky’s MDR services helped improve
our defensive layer and allowed their experts
to focus on the right threats and continuous
improvements.”
- CISO, SecureSky client
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